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SUSTAINABLE URBAN MOBILITY PLAN

“... is a strategic plan designed to satisfy the mobility needs of people and businesses in cities and their surroundings for a better quality of life. It builds on existing planning practices and takes due consideration of integration, participation, and evaluation principles.”

Source: EU SUMP Guidelines, 2014
SUSTAINABLE URBAN MOBILITY PLAN
PROSPERITY

Objective
Broad take up of SUMP by involvement and activation of the national level by addressing their cultural differences.

Focus
• Activating cities by strong involvement of the national level - develop or improve national level programmes
SUMP DEVELOPMENT IN SLOVENIA

Situation in Slovenia 10 years ago:
- no tradition in SUMP
- traditional planning culture
- strong opposition - traditional experts
- unsustainable trends for 20 years
- no demand from cities
SUMP DEVELOPMENT IN SLOVENIA

- **Ljubljana** 280,000
- **Maribor** 115,000
- **Ljutomer** 10,000
- **Nova Gorica/Gorizia** 100,000 in region

Locations marked on a map of Slovenia, showing cities and regions of interest.
SUMP DEVELOPMENT IN SLOVENIA

National government in Slovenia:
• involved in EU SUMP movement since 2004,
• limited role until 2010,
• SUMP process 2010-2014,
• very ambitious plans for 2014-2020 & further.
SUMP DEVELOPMENT IN SLOVENIA

SUMP tested at different levels
NATIONAL SUMP PLATFORM
SUMP TRAININGS

1. Consultants (experts in a field of transport, spatial planning,...) > 70
2. Experts from municipalities > 70
3. Traffic designers > 100
4. Municipalities in SE Europe > 100
FUNDING

Operational Programme for the Implementation of the EU Cohesion Policy in the Period 2014 -2020

- CF: 26 mio EUR (whole RS)
- ERDF: 21 mio EUR (11 city municipalities, ITI mechanism)
RESULTS
FUTURE PLANS

- law on SUMP,
- national funding scheme,
- renewed SUMP guidelines,
- thematical guidelines,
- regional level of SUM planning,
- upgraded SUMP platform,
- quality assurance system for SUMP's